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STEM Play Mats
2 yrs. & up. Bring the feel of the outdoors inside with 
these vibrant, real-image play mats. The polyester 
surface is extremely lifelike and is sure to captivate 
young learners. Each mat measures 59”L x 39 1/2”W.
17-32336 Grass   $79.95
17-32337 Pebbles   79.95
17-32338 Rocky Terrain    79.95

STEM Journal
This 16-page STEM journal outlines the scientific 
method and provides a space for children to 
draw pictures and write text. Kaplan Exclusive!
17-86303  (set of 10)  $34.95

When I Grow Up STEM Series
3 yrs. & up. The When I Grow Up STEM Series 
engages children in a creative, project-based 
approach to learning. These kits include 
numerous materials that encourage problem 
solving and critical thinking. Challenge and 
Literacy Cards are included in each kit along 
with the essential components to provide 
opportunities for child-guided play and 
learning within each represented profession. 
i CHOKING HAZARD (1) Not for < 3 yrs. 
Kaplan Exclusive!
17-63178 Civil Engineer $149.95
17-63179 Environmental Scientist   149.95
17-63177 Archaeologist 149.95

Each kit is full of 
activities & materials! 

Incredible detail!

Rocky TerrainGrass

Pebbles

STEM Carpet
Complete your classroom STEM area with a vibrant carpet 
illustrating the scientific method. Multiple STEM-based icons 
decorate the border while gears and inquiry prompts fill the 
center. Kaplan Exclusive!
17-63528  (8’ x 12’)    $439.95
17-63529  (6’ x 9’)   295.95

STEAM Carpet
Complete your classroom STEM or STEAM area with a vibrant 
carpet illustrating the scientific method. Multiple STEM- and 
STEAM-based icons decorate the border while gears and inquiry 
prompts fill the center. Kaplan Exclusive!
17-63530  (8’ x 12’)    $439.95
17-63531  (6’ x 9’)   295.95

STEM Exploration Table
This state-of-the-art interactive STEM table offers 
multiple hands-on STEM experiences. Young learners 
can engage in a variety of child-guided experimental 
and investigative activities. The six discovery panels 
offer children many opportunities to test and interact 
with specimens. The discovery panels feature magnetic, 
heat-sensitive, mirrored, chalkboard, dry-erase grid, and 
magnified surfaces. Children can also create drawings 
or graph data on the 30˝ x 18˝ dry-erase tabletop. Bins 
included! 30˝H x 36˝L x 30˝W. Kaplan Exclusive!
17-29425 $599.95

Teaching STEM in the Early Years
More than 90 activities and learning center 
ideas that seamlessly integrate STEM 
throughout the early childhood classroom. 
320 pages.
17-29046   $39.95

6 Discovery Panels


